
ON THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION uxr+uvv+Nix)u = 0

BY

MARTIN M. E. EICHLER

1. Introduction. It is a well known fact that the theory of linear partial

differential equations of elliptic type and with analytic coefficients resembles

in many essential features the theory of the Laplace equation. S. Bergman,

in a long series of papers during the last years(1), has put this resemblance in

a new light by showing that the general solutions of such equations can

always be represented by the real parts of the following expressions:

(1) uix, y) = Kix, y)fiz) +  f £(*, y, *)/(»(*, 0)*

where /(z) is an analytic function of the complex variable z = x+iy, and

Kix, y), £(x, y, t), niz, t) as well as the limits of the integral in (1) are real or

complex functions which have to satisfy certain conditions depending on the

differential equation. Infinitely many such representations are possible [4].

Each of them yields a one-to-one correspondence between the integrals (1)

of the differential equation and the analytic functions fiz). Bergman and

others have studied this correspondence in detail and have developed a func-

tion-theory of solutions of these equations, based upon the theory of functions

of a complex variable. The author of the present paper has arrived inde-

pendently at many of these results [8]; he used, however, only one special

operator (1) establishing the said correspondence.

The present paper deals with some aspects of the theory of the differential

equation

(2) Am + Nix)u = 0

in two variables x, y where Nix) is a function representable by a series

(3) Nix) = ar2(c0 + cix" + c2x2" +■•■)>

p being a real positive number. Many equations occurring in applied theories

can be brought into this form. '

A special form of the integral operator (1), used by Bergman [4] and by

the author [8], is

(4) uix, y) = fiz) -  f 'six, y; f)/(f)df,
J to
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0) In the bibliography at the end we quote only the most important of them. References

to this bibliography will be made in the usual way by numbers in brackets.
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where to is an arbitrary constant. We shall call Six, y; t) a generating solution

of (2). It has the following properties:

(5) S„ + Syy + Nix)S = 0,

(6) — Six, y;z) + i — Six, y; z) =— Nix),
dx dy 2

There exist always generating solutions which are functions in two variables

only [8, p. 188]:

(7) Six, y; t) = G(«, z - t)

in which case (6) becomes:

(8)
1 rx

Gix, 0) = — I    Nix)dx + to.
2 J xn

In many cases a generating solution can be expressed by known functions.

It is both interesting and useful, though perhaps a bit old-fashioned from a

purely mathematical point of view, to seek for a variety of such cases. This

is done in §3. In §4 we explain two ways of deriving generating solutions of

(2) from those of certain other differential equations of this type, but with a

more general function N.

One arrives at the form (4) of the general integral of (2) when representing

it formally by the series

(9) uix, y) = fiz) - piix) f  fiz)dz + P2ÍX) f     f  /(f)dfdz - + • • •

which can also be written as

uix, y) = fiz) - J     (p!Íx) - psix)iz - t)

+ jPsix)iz-tr- + • • • |/<f)#.

We shall call (9) the ascending series. If questions of convergence are left

aside for the moment the conditions that (9) is an integral of (2) are

1   rx
piix) = — I     Nix)dx + 7i,

2   J ¡tg

(10) 1   r*
P2ÍX)   = —   I       ipi'ix) + Nix)Piix))dx + 72,

¿   J   Xn
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Since the generating solution

(11) Gix, z-t)= Piix) - P2Íx)iz - f) + — ptix)(z - t)2- + ■•■

involves infinitely many derivatives of Nix) it makes sense only if Nix) is an

analytic function of x, and the same is true for the ascending series. If Nix)

has singular points one could try to represent integrals of (2) by the descend-

ing series

(12) uix, y) - <?o(x)/(z) + qiix) —fiz) + q^x) — /(z) + • • • ,
dz dz¿

where the ?B(x) satisfy the recurrence formulae

9o" + Nq0 = 0,

(13) qi' +Nqi= - 2q0',

In §§5 and 6 the convergence of the ascending and descending series is studied,

especially in the neighborhood of x = 0 where Nix) is supposed to be

singular. As we shall see the descending series allows us to construct integrals

of (2) which have singularities on x = 0 apart from those which result auto-

matically from the singularity of Nix) here. §7 mentions a connection be-

tween the ascending and the descending series.

The second paragraph is dedicated to special generating solutions which

we shall call canonical. They seem to be of importance in connection with

the question of analytical continuation of solutions of (2), see Theorem 2.

In §8 an extension to equations in »>2 variables is given.

2. Canonical generating solutions. It will be noticed that a generating solu-

tion is not uniquely determined by the properties (5) and (6), even if it is

supposed to be of the special form (7). A generating solution of this form

shall be called canonical with respect to the point x = Xo on the x-axis if

Gix, z+z —2xo) =0 (z is the complex conjugate to z). For a canonical generat-

ing solution the integration constant 7o in (8) must be 0. It is obviously no

loss of generality if we consider only the case Xo = 0 ; when referring to canonical

generating solutions we then may leave out the words "with respect to the

point x = 0."

Theorem 1. If Nix) is regular in the neighborhood of x = 0 then there

exists one and only one canonical generating solution with respect to this point.

The proof can be given in two ways. One way was already indicated in

[8, p. 188]: write

Gix, z - t) = Hix, 0,        £ = t - ij-
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Then H satisfies the differential equation

Hxx - Htl + Nix)H = 0,

which is of hyperbolic type. The initial conditions are

1 rx

Hix, x) = — I     Nix)dx,        Hix, -x) = 0.
2 J o

It is well known that there exists one and only one solution of this problem.

Because the initial conditions are analytic there exists always an analytic

continuation for certain complex values of £. This proof shows the analogy of

a generating solution with Riemann's function.

Another proof proceeds as follows: If G(x, z — t) is a generating solution of

the form (7) which is not yet canonical, then, with an arbitrary analytic func-

tion/(z),

(14) dix, z - f) - Gix, z-t)-fiz-t)+ f     Gix, z - f - t)fit)dt
J 0

is another one, as can immediately be verified. Especially

dix, 0) = Gix, 0) - /(0).

Gi is canonical if

/,   1xGix, 2x - t)fit)dt.
0

This is an integral equation of Volterra type. Since its kernel is analytic in

both arguments there exists always one and only one solution in a suitable

neighborhood of x = 0.

Canonical generating solutions allow us to represent integrals of (2) in the

following way:

(15) uix, y) = fiz) - f  Gix, z - t)fit)dt

which is somewhat different from (4). That (15) indeed satisfies (2) can very

easily be verified. Especially let us insert/(z) =exp (Xz), then

u = exp (Xz) —  I    G'(x, z — t) exp (Xf)df = h\ix) exp (i'Xy)

with

h\ix) = exp (Xx) —  I    G(x, x — t) exp i\t)dt.
J —x
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Clearly

(16) hi' +ÍN- \2)h = 0,

and for x = 0 :

(17) Ax(0) = 1,        «(0)=X.

The functions h\ix) exp (iXy) are perhaps the most easily accessible solutions

of (2). For them the following theorem holds:

Theorem 2. Suppose Nix) to be regularly analytic in the interval a^x^b

which contains the point x = 0 and fiz) an analytic function defined by the

series

(18) fiz) = Z «X exp (Xz)
x

where X ranges over a set of real numbers. Let this series be absolutely and uni-

formly convergent for x^c, c>0, and let fiz) be regular in a domain D contained

in a^x^b with the exception of a finite or infinite number of isolated singu-

larities. Finally let h\ix) be the solutions of (16) with the initial values (17).

Then the series

(19) m = Z a*h\ix) exp (î'Xy)
x

with the same coefficients a\ as (18) has the following properties: (1) It converges

absolutely and uniformly in \x\ :Sc. (2) It is analytically continuable into the

intersection of D and the domain D symmetrical to D with respect to the y-axis.

(3) It is regular where both fiz) andfi—z) are regular. (4) In a singular point

offiz)

(20) u = fiz) - piix) f * fit)dt +■■■

where the dots denote further integrals over fiz) in the sense of the series (9) awd

a function which depends analytically on both real variables x, y.

The nature of the singularity of » in a point where/( — z) is singular de-

pends on the order of vanishing of the canonical generating solution when

Let Gix, z — t) be the canonical generating solution. The function G(x, z)

= Hix, y) is an analytic function of both real arguments x, y in a horizontal

stripe 5 whose width may vary with x. Certainly 5 contains a rectangle

a^x^b, —ri^y^r] with a suitable rj. In order to prove the theorem we can

at first simplify our task by restricting y to the interval |y| ^v. After hav-

ing completed the proof under this restriction we can apply translations

y—->y+yo with arbitrary y0 which leave the assumptions and statements of

Theorem 2 unchanged since the X in (18) are supposed to be real.
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Now put

(21) u = fiz) -   f   Gix, z - t)fit)dt = /(*) -   f   Gix, x - /)/(/ + iy)dt.
J —S J —x

This function has the properties indicated in Theorem 2. In |x| ^c we can

insert the series (18) and carry out the integration over / for the single terms.

This shows that (21) is identical with (19) and that (19) converges absolutely

and uniformly in |x| ¿c.

It is interesting to compare Theorem 2 with a similar theorem of Berg-

man [2, p. 141 ]. Both are immediate consequences of special generating solu-

tions; in our case this is the canonical one, in Bergman's case it is that which

he called "of the first kind." Both the canonical generating solution and that

of the first kind are distinguished with respect to a certain point, and the

correspondence between analytic functions (18) and certain solutions (19) of

(2) is defined with respect to this point. If we use the point z= — » to define

generating solutions of the first kind Bergman's theorem can be stated in our

particular case as follows:

Theorem 3. Suppose Nix) to be a series

CO

Nix) = Z a« exP inx),
n=0

absolutely and uniformly convergent for — » ^x^b. The functions h\ix) may

again be defined as solutions of (16) with the initial values

(22) Ax(x) exp ( —Xx) = 1,        Ax'(x) exp ( —Xx) = X        for x = — »

instead of (17). Let fiz) have the properties given in Theorem 2, but with

X = 0, 1, 2, ■ • •. Then the same statements concerning the series (19) are true

with the exception that u is singular only where fiz) is singular.

Theorems 2 and 3 can be used to obtain asymptotic formulae for the solu-

tions h\ of (16) with the initial conditions (17) or (22). For example, take

CO

fiz) = Z exP inix - Ö)
n=0

where £ is a real number with 0<£í£¿>. Then (20) yields immediately in the

case of (17):

hni£) —» exp (w£).

However, we shall not follow this line any further.

3. Examples. Most of the following examples are obtained by seeking for

such functions Nix) for which the process (10) can be carried out explicitly.
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So Nix) =Xx-2 shows that p„ix) =anx~" with certain constants an. However,

after having summed the series (11) in closed form, one may check (5) and

(6) directly. For a fuller treatment see [8].

A large family of equations having comparatively simple generating solu-

tions are obtained if the series of functions (10) breaks up or consists of the

repetition of a finite number of them:

pmix) = \piix)

with a constant X. Now pm0+nm=^npmr With regard to (8) we thus obtain a

differential equation of order 2(m—1) for Nix). Solutions of this differential

equation depend on 2(m —1) arbitrary constants.

Example 1.

/ X(z + t) \1/2
Nix) = X,        Gix, z-t)=(-j--¿)    JiUMz -t)iz + f))1'2)

\ 4(z - t) /

where Ji is the Bessel function of first kind and order 1. Another generating

solution is obtained by replacing z+t by z.

Example 2.

z - t
Nix) = Xx"2, Gix, z - t) = x^hiv),        V =-;

2x

where hiv) is —X/2 times the hypergeometric function with the parameters

7 = 2.
3       / 1 V'2 3       / 1 V'2

" = 7 + (t-x) '    " = Y-(t-x) '

Example 3.

Nix) = Xx-2 + p.

Put

Gix, Z  -  t)   =   Z X2"~lhniv).
n=0

In order that G satisfies (5) the following recurrence formulae must hold:

viX - !>)/?„" - 2(w - 1)(1 - 2v)K - ((2w - 1)(2« - 2) + \)hn = pA„_i.

For

hn  =   iviv  -   l))*-1/2g„

they become

v(v - l)[v(v - l)g„" + (2« - l)g„' + Xf„] = in- X/2)2gn + pg„_,.

A solution is
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gniv) = P»go(») + Vngiiv)

with po=l, <r0 = 0, pi = 0, <ri = l,

— p — P

°~n-l, Pn   —  —;-77 (Pn-1  "~   C„).

Hence

Especially

if therefore

»(« — 1) «(« — 1)

oo

Gix, z-t) = x-^hoiv) Z Pn[(z - t)iz + t)]n
n=0

00

+ *Ai(») Z »-[(»-f) (2+ i")]n_1-
n-l

Gix, 0) = x-lh„iO) + xhiiO);

X p
(0) = --, Ai(0) =

(6) is satisfied.

Example 4.

X X
Nix) = — (cosh x)-2 resp. — (sinh x)-2.

4 4

In this case it would be better to replace z by log z and so arrive at the

differential equation

X
Am -\-u = 0.

(x2 + y2 + 1)

A generating solution is

Six, y; t) = ̂ —HiV),       F - ^ J ft,
ZZ +   1 ZZ +   1        '

where ii satisfies the hypergeometric differential equation

7(1 - V)H" + 2(1 - 2V)H' - (2 + X/4)ff = 0

and the initial condition ii(0) = +X/4.

The present example is important in connection with potential theory: let

»./ Xl *2
0(*i, x2, x3) = x3iKyi, «,       yi = —'      y* = —

#3 «3
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be a homogeneous harmonic function of degree ». Then, with

2 2   1/2 y2 X2
F = (yi + yv     ,        9 — arc tan — = arc tan —,

yi xi

(1 + ic2)1'2 - 1
—i x + iy = r exp (¿0) :

"(f^
R

2\ n

M

and

4w(» + 1)
Uxx + »i/ii H-M = 0.

(x2 + y2 + l)2

For integral «^0, ií(F) can be derived from the Legendre polynomial of

degree « as follows:

H(V)   =  — Pni2V  -   1), Pnit)   =   - -j—   -^ (1   -   t2)».
dV 2nnl    dtn

4. Connections between different equations (2). At first let N be an

arbitrary function of x and y, and v a particular solution of (2) with this N.

Then, for each function u satisfying (2), the integral

( »-v — ) ds
(xo.i/o) V   dn an/

(where d/dn is the derivative in normal direction and ds the tangential ele-

ment for the path of integration) is independent of the path of integration,

and U satisfies

(24) AU + N(v)U = 0

with

2 2

Vx   +   Vy

(25) Nlv) = - N - 2- •

Because this transformation of the differential equation is based upon Green's

integral theorem, we have proposed to call it Green's transformation; it was

studied in detail in [8].

Let Six, y; t) be a generating solution of (2) and

(26) Six, y;t) = X- f   Six, y; t)dt,

then
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f(r) - -H ««,»?)- i |      (5(x,y;r)a
i r /• «*> /

= —   «(£, r¡) - i \ [Six, y;

2 L J (fo.io) V 3w
(27) " "•""'   '

dSix,y;t)\    1       „r
— «(x, y)-Ids    = S[u\

ô» /     J

is an analytic function of f = £+¿»7 if » is a solution of (2) (the integration

and differentiation in normal direction have to be formed with respect to the

variables x, y). (27) does not depend on the path of integration. One can now

express a generating solution S(„)(x, y; t) f°r (24) by means of 5(x, y; t) and

î/(x, y) as follows:

i    r   d »r,     r(I,!/) /
■Wx, y;f) = ---2 —S[v] + 5(x, y; f)

»(*, y) L   df J („,„,) \

3ii(x, y)

dn
(28) -.-"-    - -  —   •

AS(*,y;r)\-l

Another transformation connects 3 differential equations with N=Niix),

N2iy), and Niix)+N2iy) and their generating solutions: Let

Hiiz - t,z + t) = Gi(x, z - r>,        H2ÍZ - t,z- t) = G2(y, 2 - f)

be generating solutions for

(29) Au + Niix)u = 0,        Am + N2iy)u = 0.

It is clear that a generating solution for the second equation (29)  can be

written in this form: 7/2(2, z) has only to satisfy

d2 1        / z - z\ d X        / z-z\
-H2 + — N2I-)//2 = 0,        — H2ÍO, z-z) = — N2I-—)•
dzdz 4        \    2* / ôz 4        \   2i    )

Then, with an arbitrary analytic function/(z),

(30) «(z, z) = /(z) -  fS 7/2(z - f, z - f)/(f)df
•'fo

satisfies the second equation (29) and

(31) ^tl = 0.
dz

Consider now the function

(32) Uiz, z) = m(z, z) -  f   Ihiz - t,z + tXt, z- z + t)dt-

Because Hi is a generating solution for the first equation (29)
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d2U X à2» du
-+ ~ Niix)U =-HiiO, 2x) —
dzdz       4 dzdz dz

a(dHijz -t,z + t)   dujt, z- z + t)

dt diz- z + t)

d2uit, z - z + t)\
+ Hiiz -t,z + t) —f_--~-)dX.

diz - z + tr /

Integrating by parts and observing (31) we get

-  f   Hiiz
d2U       1 d2u rz d2uit,z - z + t)
-h— Niix)U =-Hiiz-t,z + t)-—-
dzdz      4 dzdz      Ju dtdiz-z + t)

and because » satisfies the second equation (29) :

(33)     -+ — iNiix) + N2iy))U = — [AU + (iVi(x) + N2iy))U] = 0.
dzdz        4 4

Inserting (30) into (32) we find the following representation of the general

integral of Í33) by means of single and double integrals:

(34)

U - fiz) - f " (Gi(x, z-t)+ G2Íy, 2 - t))fit)dt

+ f  Gi(x, z- t) f  G2iy, t -
■d fo J fo

t)f(t)dtdt.

But this integral operator can even be brought into the form (4) : Suppose

Gi(x, z - f) = Z-;— i«+i(^)>     G2(y, 2-0 = 2^-;— qn+iiy),
„=o »! K=o w!

then (34) is identical with (4) if

(35)

_,     rt     »  (r-2)«
■$(*, y; f) = Z-;—rn+r(x, y),

rn(x, y) =    Z    Pßi*)°Ay),    poix) = qoiy) = r0(x, y) = 1.
/i+p=n+l

5. Convergence of the ascending series. The convergence of the ascending

series has been proved by Bergman [l] and by the author [8] in the most

general case of a linear differential equation of second order and elliptic type,

in the neighborhood of a point where the coefficients of the differential equa-

ion are regular. In order to study its behavior near a singularity of 7V(x) we

have to repeat the proof. The following considerations may be restricted to

an interval 0<x^2x0 in which 7V(x) is regular. We put
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Ni*) - Z ««(*<> - x)"

and introduce for the moment the variable x'=Xo—x; then the formulae (10)

are also true for — x' instead of x, the lower limit of the integrals becoming

x' = 0. Now the functions (—1 )"/>„(*') are of the form

00 00 00

i-l)npnix')   =   Z ao.n,x'> + 71 Z ai.nvX'" + 72 Z «2,*,x'" -|-
v=0 v=0 »—0

where the a¡,n, are polynomials in a0, ai, \ • • with non-negative coefficients.

In order to investigate the convergence of the series (11) for positive values

of x' we may therefore replace the numbers an by positive numbers a* of

larger absolute values than the an. It is clear that for every e>0, «<xo a

number A exists such that

| An |   <   (» +  1W(*0 -  «)*  =   O*.

Accordingly we may replace Nix) by

"    » Aixo-t)2
N*ix) = Z «»*'" = —;-rr- ■

n=o (x — e)2

A generating solution formed with respect to 7V*(x) is (see example 2):

1 ( z-e-t\
G*ix,z-t)=-*( )

X — e      \ 2(x — e) /

where h is a hypergeometric function. It can be developed into a series of the

form (11). A more general generating solution which is a function of two

variables x and z — f is

1 /z- t - t\
G*ix, z-t)=- hi—-   + giz - t)

X — e \ 2(x — e) /
(36)

i    r z~*   {z - « - t - t\
-I     h{—Tt-i-)s(t)dt

x — eJo \     2(x — e)     /

where giz~t) is a power series. It can also be developed into a series (11)

with functions pnix) defined by (10), but with N*ix) instead of Nix). Now

" it - z)n X /z-e-t\
G*ixo, z - t) = Z r-+i ,       =- *(—--) + giz - f)

n=0 »! x0 — €      \ 2(x0 — e) /

—i-r*t('--*-fV
x0 — € J o \    2(x0 — e)     /

\git)dt.

Conversel}^, if giz — t) is an analytic function satisfying (37), then (36) can
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be developed into a series (11) in which the integration constants of the pn{x)

are yn.

Now (37) is an integral equation of Volterra type for git). Since hiv) is

analytic for \v\ <1, there exists always a solution git), analytic for |/| <2xo

-3e, if

(38) \yn\ < 7(« - l)!(2xo)-"

with an arbitrary constant 7. If now |z — e —1\ <2|x —e|, the series develop-

ment (11) of the function (36) is absolutely convergent and, passing to the

limit e—»0, we see that the same is true for

(39) X5¿0, I s — f I < 21 * I.

Since the development of (36) was seen to be a majorant for the original

series (11) in the sense that in both the terms can be replaced by their

absolute values if only the constants yn are chosen according to (38), we have

the following theorem.

Theorem 4. Let Xo be a positive constant such that Nix) is regular in

0 <x^2xo. // the integration constants yn in (10) satisfy (38) with an arbitrary

y the series (11) is absolutely convergent under the assumption (39). The ascend-

ing series (9) is absolutely convergent for every regularly analytic function

/(z) if x9^0, \z — ¡ToI <2|x| hold.

The statement on the convergence of the ascending series is an immediate

consequence of the first part of Theorem 4.

6. The descending series. In order to study all functions (12) it is suffi-

cient to consider only those which are formed by two particular sets of solu-

tions of (13) whose initial functions go(x) are linearly independent. Indeed a

change of the Çi„(x), Ç2„(x) in

« = Owix)fiiz) + çn(x)/i (z) + • • • + <72o(x)/2(z) + ?2i(x)/2'(z) + • • •

amounts to a suitable change of/i(z),/2(z). We shall show that two such partic-

ular sets exist, so that (12) becomes convergent for every analytic function/(z).

Particular solutions of (2) result by inserting polynomials for/(z). The real

parts of them form a complete set of real functions on the boundary of an

arbitrary region in the x-y-plane where qoix) is regular and equal to 0, and

therefore they form a complete set of solutions of (2) in the interior. We could

base the proof for the existence of convergent descending series on this fact;

however, we shall apply a more constructive method.

Let «1 and «2 with | «i| ^ | «2| be the roots of the quadratic equation

(40) aia - 1) = - co.

If ßi and & are their real parts,

(41) 0i + ft = 1.
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Three different cases have to be considered :

(1) Nix) is regular at x = 0.

(2) («2—«i)/p is not an integer, Nix) is not regular at x = 0.

(3) («2 —ai)/p is an integer, Nix) is not regular at x = 0.

In the third case o:i and «2 are real, and we may suppose ai^o^. Let gio(x)

and Ç2o(x) be two linearly independent solutions of the first equation (13),

their Wronskian, being a constant, may be assumed to be 1. Both functions

are power series in x in the first case or series of the form

oo co oo oo

(42)      x"iZ anXpn + x^Z t>nXpn,     x"iZ o.nx"n + x°2^ (fl„' log x + bn)x"n

n=0 n=0 n=0 n=0

in the second and third cases respectively. Without loss of generality we can

assume bn = 0 for çio(x) and a„( = a¿)=0 for q-toix). In a suitable neighborhood

of x = 0 the following inequalities will hold:

(1)

(43) (2)

(3)

?io(x) I < C, | qioix)\ < C,

?2o(x) \ < C, | ?2o(x) | < C,

?io(x) | < C\ x\\ | qioix) | < C\ x|"i_1,

?2o(x) | < C\ x\ßi, | qioix) | < C\ x\st1,

?io(x) | < C | x ¡"i^e | çi'o(x) | < C | x I*3»-'-1,

?2o(x) I < C I x |fl2, I q^oix) | < C | x l^-1,

where C is a suitable positive constant and e an arbitrarily small one. (Even in

the third case one could take e = 0 except when 0:1=0:2 = 1/2.)

Now the qinix) can be defined by the recurrence formulae

(44) qi,n+iix) = - 2   çio(x) J    ?2o(£)?'m(£)d£ - ?20(x)  I    ?io(£)?in(£)d£   ,

then

(45) q'i,n+iix) = - 2   çio(x) I    ç2o(£)?in(£)d£ - ç20(x) I    ?io(£)?in(£)d£   .

The integrals (44) and (45) make proper sense only if the integrands are

greater than 0(x_1) at x = 0. As we shall see this is indeed the case for suffi-

ciently large ». Otherwise we want them to be understood in the way that

/,X ÇX I
x~1dx = log x, I     xr1 log xdx = — (log x)2, • • •

0 J 0 2

/.
x"dx = —'-

« + 1
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rx !   / l \
I     xa log xdx =-( log x-).

Jo «+1\ a+Xj
o+l

for arbitrary values of a^ — 1. The majorization of such integrals by means

of a majorization of their integrands is possible and follows the same rules as

that of ordinary integrals (2).

With the aid of (43) and (45) we can prove inequalities

(46) ¡gi„(x)| <C„|x|'„.

Indeed the first one is true with Co=C and po = 0, ßi— X, ßi — e— X in the three

cases. Inserting (46) into (45) we get because of (41)

i   / i 4C2    .     . 4C2    .     .
I qx,n+iix) I < Cn-I x |',n+1 resp.   < C„ — ¡X |"n+1  •,

Pn+   1

consequently (46) is true with

(1)    p„ = »,

(47) (2)    Pn = ßi + n-X,

Pn   +   X

Cn

On  =

22n£2n+l

-J

»!

2^nQin+l

(3)       pn  =  ßl~  t-   X+  «(1   -   i), Cn  =

(» -   1)!

22n(J2n+l

(1-«)(»-!)!

From (44) and (46) we have

|  qi.n+lix) I   <  Cn
4C2

Pn+  1
X \"n+2

and this, together with (47), shows that the descending series taken with the

solutions (44) of (13), can be majorized in the following way:

d"
?i»(*) — ~ /(z)

dzn
<

C\x\ Z
(4C2| x| )» d"

dz"
in case 1,

c|*|"iZ
(4C2| x\)n

¿To    (»-!)! dzn
/(z)   in case 2,

C|*|".-Z
((4/(l-e))C2|x|i-)"

(w - 1) !

d"

dz"
/(z)

in case 3.

(2) In other words, we take the "finite part" of these integrals. This concept was intro-

duced by J. Hadamard, Lectures on Cauchy's problem, New Haven and London, 1923.
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The series on the right-hand side are absolutely convergent for

I I z — z01
x   <-■ — 77(e)     with 77(e) —> 0 when e —» 01     ' -      4C2

where z0 is the nearest singular point of/(z). Because of (43) and the assump-

tion that the Wronskian

?io(x)?2o(x) — q'io(x)q2oix) = X

we have

1 1
2C2 > 1,       -< —,

AC2       2

hence the descending series is absolutely convergent for

1 .
0 <    x   < —   z — zo  .

2

Another set of solutions of (13) is obtained when gio(x) and g2o(x) are

interchanged. All considerations remain unaltered, only ßi resp. ßi — e have

to be replaced by ft and ft. So we have proved the following theorem :

Theorem 5. There exist two sets qioix), g2o(x) of solutions of (13) with the

property

gl.n+l(*) ,enf   -, g2."+l(*) !_e/V   s ( n
- = x1 e0(x),        - = x1 eO(x) for x —> 0.

qinix) q2nix)

The descending series (12) formed with either of them is convergent in a suffi-

ciently small neighborhood of x = 0 awd for

(48) 0 < I x I < I z - zo 1/2

where zo is the nearest singular point o//(z).

The line x = 0 itself must naturally be excluded since some of the gvn(x)

may be infinite here.

The behavior near x = 0 of a solution of (2) which is represented by a

descending series with a regular function /(z) is now quite clear according to

Theorem 5. One could call such a solution regular in x = 0. But the descending

series can even be formed with a function /(z) which is singular in a point

zo on x = 0, and Theorem 5 says that it converges at least in a part of the

neighborhood of its singular point, whereas the representation of such a

function by the ascending series fails.

7. A connection between the ascending and the descending series. It is

interesting to notice that the domains of convergence of the ascending and
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the descending series as given by Theorems 4 and 5 are complementary to

each other if the constants £0 and z0 are equal. This fact finds an easy explana-

tion in the case of example 2 :

Consider the integrals

un = (2 - zo)"-J     hi—-J it - Zo)ndt
X *j zq       \    ¿OC    /

in = 0, 1, ■ • • ).
Jv   *J   ¡j() \      £* Jv     /

After introduction of

2 — Zo t — Zo
= w,

2x 2x

they become

un = x"2"   w" - 2 J     hiw - 6)6nd6    = xngniw).

Because un satisfies (2) with 7V(x) =Xx-2,

iviX - w)gi' - in - 1)(1 - 2w)g¿ - (»(» - 1) + \)gn = 0.

Un is regular in w = 0, and so gniw) is to within a certain constant factor a

hypergeometric function with the parameters

i     /i      y2 1     /1      y2
«n = —-+( —-Xj    - »,   '3" = ^T_(y_x)    ~ n'    Tn = 1 - ».

Developing gniw) into a series in w we obtain

00

Un =   Z«-,n(2 - Zo)n+"X-"
»=0

which must be identical with the ascending series for /(x) = (z — Zo)n-const.

Of course, this result is trivial since we started from the ascending series.

Suppose now that an—ßn is not an integer. Then gniw) can also be de-

veloped as follows:

oo oo

gniw) = W'tr^Ar.nW + Wer»2 Br,nW\ W - w-i.
v=0 v=0

Two sets of solutions of (13) are

<7i„(x) = 4„xao+",        g,,(x) = tf„x8o+" (i/ = 0, 1, • • • )

with certain constants A„ Br. Hence

» d' * d"
Un = Z C,,,nqi»ix)-(z — zo)"~ao + 2Lv Dv,nq2vix)-(z — z0)n-"o.

>=o dz" „=o dz"
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The constants C„n Dr,n must be equal:

because un satisfies (2). So we have also expressed wn as a sum of two descend-

ing series for /(z) = (z — Zo)"~"o const, and /(z) = (z — Zo)n_"° const.

Now it is clear why the domains of convergence of the ascending and the

descending series are complementary to each other: they are identical with

the domains of convergence of series in w and w_1 representing the same

hypergeometric functions in w.

This consideration can be extended to the most general case. One has to

start from a representation

CO 00

G(x, z - t) = Z xpn~lhi,niv) + log x Z x"n-lh2.niv)
n=0 n=0

of a generating solution. The functions h,,n(v) satisfy a system of recurrence

formulae which are of the hypergeometric type. But calculations analogous to

those above are rather cumbersome.

8. An extension to differential equations in «>2 variables. In this section

the differential equation

(49) AU + Nir2)U = 0

with r2 = x2+X2+ • • • +x2 in n variables xi, Xi, • ■ • , xn may be given. It

was considered first in connection with similar questions by Bergman in the

case n=3 [9]. Bergman's differential equation seems to be slightly more

general but is reduced to the form (49) when U is replaced by Mir2) U with

a suitable function Mir2). The integral

(50) <7(xi, ■ ■ ■ , xn) = w(xi, • ■ • , xn) —   I    Sir2, t)uitxh • • • , tx„)dt
J 0

satisfies (49) if » is a harmonic function and

d2S d2S       / n        \dS       1
(51) r2-/-h(-1)—-H-NS = 0,

idr2)2        dtdr2      \2 dr2        4

L óv_Li    4
= — N.

The proof follows by differentiating under the integral sign and integrating

by parts.

In (51), (52) substitute

A' —   OC

(53) r2 = exp x, t = exp-,        Sir2, t) = f'^Tix, y);
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then

1
(54) Txx - TVy + — exp xNiexp x)T = 0,

4

d 1
(55) — T(x, x) = — exp xA^exp x).

dx 4

The problem to find a function T with these properties is evidently inde-

pendent of ». It is a problem similar to that of finding a generating solution for

(2) (see the first proof of Theorem 1 in §2). In our present case we even need

a solution only for real values of the variables. It is known that solutions

exist in the whole part of the x-y-plane in which iV(exp x) is regular.

Now insert a homogeneous spherical harmonic u = um oí degree m into

(50). Then

(56) U = Pmir)umr-™

with

(57) Pmir) = r"(i -  f  Sir2, t)tmdt\.

Because U satisfies (49)

,,     » — 1    .      / / w\2\
(58) P'J + —— P'm + \N(r2) - i — \ \ Pm = 0.

Between the harmonic functions u and the solutions U of (49) a connec-

tion similar to that stated in Theorem 2 holds. Assume N{r2) to be regular

in a sphere R about the origin and

oo

(59) » = Z «-
TO—0

to be a harmonic function regular in a domain D; (59) may be absolutely

and uniformly convergent for r<ro- Suppose a light source to be placed in

the origin and D' to be defined as that part of the intersection of R and D

which does not lie in the shadow of any boundary points of D.

Theorem 6. The series

00

(60) U = Z Pmir)umr~m
m=0

formed with the same functions um as (59) and with Pm(r) as defined by (57)

is absolutely and uniformly convergent for r<r0 and analytically continuable

into the domain D' described above, U is regularly analytic in D'.
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The proof is, just as in the case of Theorem 2, almost trivial. We have

only to define U as the integral (50).

Three improvements of Theorem 6 seem to be quite easy: (1) description

of the Pmir) without reference to an operator; for this purpose a special

operator will have to be distinguished, (2) description of the behavior of U

in singular points of u, (3) it seems likely that Theorem 6 would hold with D'

replaced by the intersection of R and D. However, we do not want to go into

too many details without a particular problem urging us to do so. Our con-

siderations seem sufficient to give a rough idea of the properties of functions

satisfying partial differential equations which are revealed by the new opera-

tional approach.
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